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local / national
MODE DESIGN is a multi-disciplinary design practice, offering architecture, landscape 
architecture, interior design, graphic design and urban design services professionally; we 
believe that a collaborative approach is paramount to informing a solution focussed innovative 
design process. Founded by Rhonan O’Brien in 1991, the practice supports seven studios 
across Australia. Although MODE has grown into a national multi-disciplinary practise, the 
ethos of the company is still representative of its early beginnings; focussing on relationship 
building as much as design and delivery.  We recognise the importance of providing localised 
support to our clients and projects while being able to offer the knowledge, resourcing and 
technical capabilities of a national practice. 
Our Gold Coast studio has been operating out of Bundall since 2006; we work closely with 
local regional and state government bodies to deliver a range of urban design and architectural 
projects.  Being located on Bundall Road, opposite the Cultural Precinct site, not only allows 
us to have an intimate understanding of the immediate context but a vested interest in the 
process.
Our portfolio includes a vast spectrum of project, ranging from urban design, master planning, 
affordable housing, health, secure environment, transport and infrastructure, education, 
commercial fit outs, civic and the like.

international
Mecanoo is an internationally operating office made up of design professionals from all over 
the world and regards itself as a laboratory where new ideas about architecture can develop. 
This is influenced by our company’s international team of architects, and by the ideas of 
Mecanoo’s international clients and collaborators. Officially founded in Delft in 1984, and 
directed by founding architect, Francine Houben, Mecanoo is comprised of a creative and 
multidisciplinary staff of over 100 professionals, including architects, interior designers, urban 
planners, landscape architects and for quality control and technical expertise, architectural 
engineers.
Over the last two decades, Mecanoo has proven through an extensive oeuvre that it can deliver 
complex assignments while developing new urban visions and building designs that are highly 
regarded not only by the cities and communities they serve, but by the international critical 
press. This is demonstrated in the award of projects such as the new BREEAM Excellence-
rated Library of Birmingham integrated with the REP theatre in Birmingham, UK, (completes 
2013), as well as the award-winning La Llotja theatre and conference centre in Lleida, Spain, 
(completed in 2010), and the Wei-Wu-Ying Center for the Arts in Kaohsiung, Taiwain, which 
is under construction (completes 2014). These projects, as well as many other Mecanoo 
international ventures demonstrate worldwide reception and respect for our process.
Our extensive portfolio of realised projects, featuring many buildings and urban plans that are 
spaces for the creative and performing arts, illustrates our ability to create complex building 
and urban designs that attend to their associated technical requirements and sustainable 
objectives, while weaving these spaces into their urban context with an awareness of the 
irrefutable role that cultural centres play in the enhancement of city vitality and cultural identity. 
Mecanoo’s buildings are designed to a high degree of functionality, spaciousness, and careful 
use of materials and detail, creating unique building identities that articulate the collective 
dreams, ambitions and material contexts of the places and people that bring them into being.

global 
Davis Langdon operates as a self-managed separate company, in more than 95 offices 
globally spanning Europe, the Middle East, Australia and New Zealand, Africa and the USA, 
offering core cost and project management services.  This international coverage and resource 
base enables Davis Langdon to support their clients’ long term business strategies with a 
unique global reach, linked to local delivery.  The core services offered by Davis Langdon 
are complemented by a wide range of specialist capabilities including building surveying; 
capital allowances consulting; design management; engineering cost management; mixed-
use master planning: people , place, performance consulting; value and risk management and 
sustainabilitiy consulting. 
The DLDesign Management Team has been integral to the delivery of cultural precincts 
of similar space and complexity world wide. The projet management of the process will be 
imperative to ensuring delivery and financial viability.

our team
our approach
New commissions begin with listening, consulting and searching for the secret of the assignment. 
Every place has qualities and limitations, a history of its own and specific characteristics. Our 
team will approach this complex design assignment integrally, with contributions from all of 
the disciplines represented in the, knowledge centres within the group. This enables us to 
stay at the forefront of technological design, innovations in sustainability, eco engineering,  
sociology, education and learning, density and mobility. Our team is guided by a sensitivity for 
urban/social context, engagement with nature, responsibility to the environment and a strong 
commitment to society. 
The chief hallmarks of the design process are communication and collaboration. Establishing 
and attending to our relationship with our clients, is, we believe, the secret to a successful 
project. Inspiring collaboration among the team and with client groups, community and those 
with a vested interest in the project motivates our design direction and drives our enthusiasm. 

our point of difference
Our team represents a collaboration of local and international designers; a collective of 
creative ingenuity, local expertise, vision and experience, with a strong understanding and 
sensitivity for the subtleties—both social and environmental—of the Gold Coast. Collectively 
we have the capability and experience to sculpt the existing cultural precinct into a highly 
evocative and interactive precinct that not only encapsulates the essence of the Gold Coast 
but enables the precinct to function as a cultural plexus for Queensland. 
Our design will create a signature experience based on the interweaving of technical, human, 
and playful aspects into one complete solution. As described by Francine Houben;
“Architecture should touch the senses. Architecture can never be a purely intellectual, 
conceptual and visual game. What counts in the end is the interweaving of form and 
emotion.”

Rhonan O’Brien B Arch, GSAP, FAIA, managing principal/architect/
urban designer MODE DESIGN, Brisbane, Australia 
Rhonan’s breadth of experience is reflective of MODE’s advancement in 
the areas of masterplanning, civic social and commercial architecture. His 
portfolio includes projects such as Bargara Cultural Community Centre, Kings 
Beach Redevelopment, Valley Heart Master Plan, Townsville Ceremonial 
Corridor, Twin Waters Resort and various affordable housing initiatives.

Liam Raddich M Arch, B P.Des, gold coast studio manager/architect
MODE DESIGN, Gold Coast, Australia
Liam’s varied body of work responds to all contextual scales; not withstanding 
this is his considerable contribution to urban design on projects such as 
the GCCC Southport Depot Master Plan, GCCCAquatic Centre Masterplan 
Review, Lasseters Casino Master Plan and Hotel, Strathpine CBD Renewal, 
Toowoomba Turf Club Master Plan and Australian Peacekeeping Memorial

Megan Rodgers BDesSt, BArch (Hons), senior architect 
MODE DESIGN, Gold Coast + Brisbane, Australia
Megan has been instrumental in numerous award winning civic cultural 
projects including, QUT Creative Industries Precinct and La Boite theatre 
(Qld), Northbank Strategic Plan, Program for the Future Display of Arts in 
Wales, National Museum Expansion (Wales), Contemporary Arts Museum 
(Wales), Ocean Music Venue (UK), Norden Farm Centre for the Arts (UK)

Francesco Veenstra M Arch, partner/senior architect 
Mecanoo international, Delft, The Netherlands
Francesco’s broad range of experience includes public and cultural projects, 
commercial, residential buildings and international design competitions such 
as the Library of Birmingham & REP Theatre(UK), Delft City Hall and Train 
Station, Theatre de Toneelschuur (Haarlem), the Rotterdam World Trade 
Centre renovation, and the acclaimed Philips Business Innovation Centre. 

Carmen da Silva Pereira BArch (Hons), associate/architect
Mecanoo international, Delft, The Netherlands
Carmen has extensive experience leading projects with complex 
programmes. She was intregral to  the design and delivery of the Library of 
Birmingham, REP theatre and urban city square. Currently she is working 
on the design for the Eurojust in The Hague and the Public Library in 
Athens, Greece. Carmen trained as an Architect in Sydney Australia.

Anne Marie van der Weide MSc, landscape architect 
Mecanoo international, Delft, The Netherlands
Anne Marie‘s expertise in area development, aesthetic control and project 
realisation provides the optimal experience for working on implementation 
related assignments. She played a crucial role in the complex redesign of 
the campus for the TU Delft, the landscape design for the new Amsterdam 
Bijlmer Park, and designed the NOMA square winning design competition.

Gerard Daws BA (Hons), Dip Proj Man (RICS) director/design manager 
Europe Davis Langdon, Design Management, London UK
Gerard is responsible design delivery process and specialises in complex 
and multi-disciplinary projects so that cost, time and quality aspirations are 
met. He has overseen the delivery of a significant number of cultural projects 
including; Grand Egyptian Museum (Cairo), Jubilee Gardens (London),World 
Trade Centre (USA), Ithra Cultural Centre (Saudi Arabia)

Will Hamlyn-Harris BArch, BEnvSt, director/architect/design manager 
ANZ Davis Langdon, Design Management, Australia
Will has completed many complex and successful projects throughout 
the World in an architectural capacity, Design Management role and as a 
specification consultant. He shares his knowledge from working with leading 
architects such as Foster + Partners, Renzo Piano and Make to every project 
he undertakes. 

Fiona Eddleston, BAppSc, BLArch, MTEM, AILA, national manager/
landscape architect MODE DESIGN, Australia 
Fiona’s integrated design approach, coupled with her advanced knowledge 
of tropical environmental management is highly valued. Her portfolio 
illustrates such diversity including Williamstown Botanic Gardens Upgrade, 
Howard Springs Nature Park, University of the Sunshine Coast Masterplan, 
Palmerston Water Park, Queen Street Streetscape Strategy.

Magnus Weightman MA (Hons), B.Arch, urban planner 
Mecanoo international, Delft, The Netherlands
Magnus has extensive urban planning experience both in the Netherlands 
and internationally. His projects include masterplans for Hochschulcampus 
Bielefeld Germany, Olympic Legacy Masterplan London, Haag en Park 
Rotterdam and Perm City Embankment Park, Russia. He has won several 
prizes, including first prize for the Europan 11 competition in Oslo, Norway.

stage 01 stage 02

Please note: should our team be short-listed, our team will expand to work in 
association with local/nation and international artists.
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Palmerston Water Park | Palmerston | Darwin
The Palmerston waterpark is a Northern Territory Government iniative aimed at providing the 
community with an engaging public arena.  Designed as a sculptural landscape, the waterpark, 
infrastructure and facilities are sculpted in a playful yet inclusive for to enable engagement of all 
human sensitive and experiences across a range of scales and forms.

our experience

Birmingham Library & REP Theatre | Birmingham | UK
Birmingham’s largest public square is re-configured to improve cohesion and connectivity, 
transforming the square into  three distinct realms: monumental, cultural and entertainment. 
These realms form an urban narrative of important periods in the history of the city and features 
a 35,000m2 library, community health centre, multimedia, archives, Shakespeare Memorial 
Room, exhibition halls, ancillary spaces, new shared auditorium (300 seats with neighbouring 
Repertory Theatre and urban plan for Centenary Square

Como Watefront | Como | Italy
Como’s geography and urban morphology limit accessibility to the city prompting a new means 
of waterfront mobility, generating new opportunities for the redevelopment of the city. To combat 
frequent flooding of the lake, Mecanoo created an integrated water defence system within a 
unified waterfront design. By prioritising pedestrian and bicycle circulation and implementing the 
relationship between the City, its main piazza and the lake, the design is not only sustainable, 
but economically feasible. 

La Llotja de Lleida | Lerida | Spain
La Llotja theatre and congress centre sits on the banks of the Segre, somewhat outside the 
centre of the city. Mecanoo’s design interprets the landscape of Lleida as the exciting scenery 
before which the building has been placed; the building forms a link between the river and the 
mountain. The theatre and congress centre is 37,500 m² with a 1000 seat theatre hall/congress 
hall,  2 congress halls with 400 and 200 seats, a multifunctional and auxillary spaces, 9,500 m2, 
a public square of 15,325 m2, Council chambers, administration and retail. 

Wei-Wu-Ying Center for the Arts | Kaohsiung | Taiwan
The Wei-Wu-Ying Center for the Arts of Taiwan features a concert hall, opera house, theatre, 
recital hall and outdoor theatre incorporated into the exterior structure of the center. Hosting a 
total of 6,000 seats and the most technologically advanced theatre facilities, the new cultural 
complex draws world class performing artists and theatre companies. The surrounding botanical 
landscape is an extention of the theater complex public open spaces and roofscape.

Shah Alam City Centre | Shah Alam | Malaysia
This proposal, in joint venture with Layton Group and bhd, marks a significant phase in the 
revitalisation of Shah Alam, Selangor’s capital city situated in the Petailing District of Malaysia. 
The master plan proposes 100,000sqm of retail shopping, two commercial towers, four soho 
residential towers, three university student residential towers, a university and a hotel all 
connected by an undulating sky park three to five levels above ground which also connects 
surrounding precincts. The design reflects iconic, state of the art building sustainability.
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The densification of the coastal strip and relative paucity of cultural experiences beyond those 
associated with sport on the Gold Coast, places a strong onus on the Gold Coast City Council to 
respond imaginatively to the cultural requirements of the regions burgeoning population.
Described as an island; the Evandale site is currently disconnected from the main coast strip.  
It aligns with the 1990’s influenced Bundall commercial precinct and is surrounded on all other 
boundaries by the Nerang River. It is a destination point that does not integrate succinctly with 
the surrounding context. The site proper is of relatively planar topography. The centre of the site 
where the existing buildings are situated is raised above the Q100. While the fringe of the site acts 
as a skirt, meeting the lower levels of the Nerang River and Canal infrastructure.
In response to the brief, the existing building programme and interpretation of the site in both 
its micro and macro scales, we have pared back the existing framework to be able to deliver a 
revitalised programme and cultural plexus.  In doing so, we have identified four principal elements:
- The programme (the integration of the new and existing functions)
- The cloak (the new fresh envelope embracing the programme)
- The artscape (sculpted landscape in all coastal forms - mountain to foothill to beach)
- The ribbon (the movement paths weaving through the site)
Programme: this has been disseminated about the site; activating both edge and centre of the 
site, integrating existing and new. The live performance spaces are typically organised to frame 
the existing theatre, while adjacent to the central plaza the cinema and commercial spaces flank 
the administration building. The new museum has been located on the pinnacle; treating the 
outermost edge as a destination, providing both prospect and refuge. 
Cloak: to devise the cloak involves the pushing and pulling of the existing landscape fabric, 
expressing topography in a previously flat plane to reveal and conceal the architectural program 
from within. The ‘ribbon’ like nature of the architectural and landscape form offers height and 
prospect whilst delineating separation of use – cultural, environmental, recreational and sensory.  
It entices. It establishes a narrative; in turn dictates a hierarchy and progression of abstracted 
vernacular forms that provide shelter, enclosure, program and experience. This narrative cloaks 
the new functions and existing Council infrastructure. It provides a cohesive element that ties the 
current site program with the proposed through the ‘decluttering’ of the site and the establishment 
of in-between spaces; invaluable public open space which breaths life. 
Artscape: the Cultural Plaza and Evandale Lake is encompassed and stratified by the 
embankments and terraces formed through the disintegration of the architectural program and 
landscape narrative.  The dynamic building form reflects the sinuous landscape language as 
it rises and fragments the more it progresses towards the plaza and lake. This inner space 
is the centrepiece, viewed and framed from within the site and from beyond. It is relatively 
deprogrammed, offering a robust setting where a variety of cultural and social activities may 
occur. The space provides unobstructed views of the ubiquitous Gold Coast skyline and Nerang 
River, as well as the jewel of the Cultural Precinct, the new Gallery perched on the peninsula. 
The Great Terrace: is enlivened with ephemeral and permanent integrated artistic expressions 
from local and international artists, showcased throughout the abstracted vernacular forms and 
the tectonic landscape. During the daytime the space offers a variety of experiences: sitting 
amongst the native subtropical trees in the terraced amphitheatre, or splashing around in the 
beach affronting the revitalised Evandale Lake. The lake and cultural precinct may be activated 
through outdoor cinema or music performances projected on the Gallery façade or within a stage 
perched on the lake, the audience viewing from the adjacent plaza and amphitheatre.   
Landscape: Exaggerated landforms on the southern edge of the site conceals parking and 
logistical requirements and allow for new civic realm opportunities showcasing the ecological 
sensitivity of the Gold Coast region – differences in geology, topography, aspect and rainfall – 
curated in a fusion of artistic and botanic senses. Urban forests and woodlands sit proud within 
the ‘hinterland’ of the created landform; rainforests flourish in the valleys, culminating with the 
unique wallum heath and dunal communities around the lower edges of the lake. The landscape 
will be an extension of the artscape as well as an outdoor museum and art gallery in its own right. 
It will be a palette of texture and colour blending the Gold Coast’s unique culture, ecology, history 
and people.
Ribbon: the flowing nature of the landscape fabric intertwines with the form and program of 
the cultural architecture, connecting various precincts and leading to the new pedestrian link 
to Cheveron Island. The sculptural form of the bridge is an extension of the Cultural Precinct’s 
artistic language and provides a layered arrival experience from outside the cultural hub, as well 
as a significant link across to the island community, Surfers Paradise and the Gold Coast Light 
Rail.
Future Opportunities: opportunities exist within the site for development by private industry.  
These harmonious build forms could house a hotel and marina, retail and commercial, university 
programmes, mixed use and residential development. This would give the site a built in population 
base and expand the draw card potential for the site.  

our response
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the masterplan
Arrival Pavillions
Enchanted Gardens 
 Dune Coastal Planting
 Foot Hill Planting
 Hinterland Planting
Great Terrace 
 - Forest
Sculpture Walk
 - Art Installations
Wet Edge 
  - Lake to River
Ampitheatre
Green Bridge
Future Bridges
Car Park 
 - Basement with living gardens
New Museum 
  - Great Hall 
 - Collection Storage and back of house 
 - Galleries 
 - Artspace for young people, art and techonology 
 - Writers salon and community publishing 
 - Arts education / training rooms 
 - Meeting/co-working spaces 
 - Library and archive
Living Arts 
 - Main Theatre 
 - Drama Theatre 
 - Backstage and dock 
 - Workshop for set production 
 - Scenery store 
 - Green Rooms and dressign rooms 
 - Black box theatre 
 - 2 x rehearsal spaces 
 - Recording / production studio
Living Arts 
 - Outdoor Ampitheatre 
 - 4 x cinemas 
 - 4 x residential performing arts organisation spaces 
 - 2 x live entertainment venues 
 - 2 x commercial hire spaces
Future Hotel + Marine 
 - Function Centre
Future Mixed-Use / Commercial / University
Future Transit Node

the ribbon| the cloak| the landscape| the programme| 
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the artscape: public realm + greenbridge

the green bridge| 

the artscape| 
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the escape: new museum + living arts centre

Public Face
Administration
Retail & Food

Light Wells & Voids
Theatres & Art Functions
Service & Back of House
Vertical Connections

Commercial Hire

the living arts|performance the living arts|cinematic 

the new museum
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